
GitHub Sponsors Matching Fund
To boost community funding, GitHub will match your contribution! Learn more.

Become a sponsor to The-Compiler

Florian Bruhin
The-Compiler

 Winterthur, Switzerland

About me

Hi! I'm Florian Bruhin and the main developer of the qutebrowser project. I recently finished my
Bachelor of Science and am now only employed ~16h per week.

This means I can now spend a considerable amount of time on my passion: Working on open-
source/free software. I'm currently founding a company for some additional freelancing work, but my
main goal is to work on what I enjoy and find important - which means mostly qutebrowser!

I also contribute to other projects I use often:

I'm one of the maintainers of pytest as well as various plugins.

I'm involved in the herbstluftwm window manager and hosting its website and other
infrastructure.

About qutebrowser

 A keyboard-driven, vim-like browser based on PyQt5 and Qt.

In late 2013, I started qutebrowser. After it gained a bigger userbase than I had initially expected, I
worked full-time on it for some months, supported by crowdfundings (2016 and 2017). This allowed
me to invest a lot of time into qutebrowser and implement major new features.

During my studies, it became clear that qutebrowser grew into much more than just a hobby: Even
the minimum maintenance work needed to keep things running filled up the free time I was able to
invest.

Now that my studies are finished, I'd like to pick up pace again by working on qutebrowser part-time.
That way, I can make sure that it gets the love and maintenance it deserves. Your donations will
help me to keep this sustainable for a long time.

You can find my current priorities in the roadmap.
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Perks

The perks mentioned in the tiers are based on the total amount you contributed (without GitHub's
matching) until May 2020:

$5 (5 * $1): A warm, fuzzy feeling

$15 (5 * $3): Stickers

$25 (5 * $5): Stickers + swag

$35 (5 * $7): Stickers + t-shirt

$75 (5 * $15): Stickers + t-shirt + premium swag

$175 (5 * $35): Stickers + 2 t-shirts + premium swag

$500 (5 * $100): Stickers + many t-shirts + premium swag

All rewards are optional. Please read the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.
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Pinned projects

 qutebrowser/qutebrowser
A keyboard-driven, vim-like browser based on PyQt5.

 Python  5k

 pytest-dev/pytest
The pytest framework makes it easy to write small tests, yet scales to support complex functional testing

 Python  5.3k

 herbstluftwm/herbstluftwm
A manual tiling window manager for X11

 C++  431

 pytest-dev/pytest-qt
pytest plugin for Qt (PyQt4, PyQt5 and PySide) application testing

 Python  161

 The-Compiler/pytest-xvfb
A pytest plugin to run Xvfb for tests.
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 Python  26

 The-Compiler/journalwatch
Simple log parsing utility for the systemd journal

 Python  16
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Select a tier

For each tier, you'll receive a badge that shows @The-Compiler you're a sponsor.

Hover over your avatar to see what @The-Compiler will see once you're a sponsor.

$1 a month

 Backer

You'll get a sponsor badge on your profile.

Your name will be listed in qutebrowser's backers list.

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$3 a month

 Stickers

Sponsor badge; your name on the backers list.

If you sign up in 2019 and keep this level until May 2020, I'll send you:
A couple of qutebrowser stickers (design).

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$5 a month

 Swag

Sponsor badge; your name on the backers list.

If you sign up in 2019 and keep this level until May 2020, I'll send you:
Some qutebrowser swag (exact items to be determined - likely magnets, metal buttons, pens, ...)

A couple of qutebrowser stickers (design).

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$7 a month

 T-Shirt
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Sponsor badge; your name on the backers list.

If you sign up in 2019 and keep this level until May 2020, I'll send you
A qutebrowser t-shirt (design)

A couple of qutebrowser stickers (design).

Note: Will likely not contain additional swag as doing so would increase the shipping cost.

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$15 a month

 Shirt and premium swag

Sponsor badge; your name on the backers list.

I'll send you a couple of qutebrowser stickers (design).

If you sign up in 2019 and keep this level until May 2020, I'll send you:
A qutebrowser t-shirt (design)

Some more expensive qutebrowser swag (exact items to be determined - likely including a USB-
stick).

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$35 a month

 Two shirts and premium swag

Sponsor badge; your name and link (within reason) on the backers list.

I'll send you:
A qutebrowser t-shirt (design)

A couple of qutebrowser stickers (design).

If you sign up in 2019 and keep this level until May 2020, I'll send you:
A second qutebrowser t-shirt (same design, color can be different)

Some more expensive qutebrowser swag (exact items to be determined - likely including a USB-
stick).

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$50 a month

 Bronze sponsorship

Same rewards as above (two shirts and premium swag) - but you'll be listed as a bronze sponsor in the
backers list.

Please read the main text and the Sponsors FAQ for detailed information on the rewards.

$100 a month

 Silver / Company sponsorship

Your company (or you) will be listed in qutebrowser's backers list as silver sponsor, with a logo and link of
your choice (within reason).
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Your company (or you) will be listed in the sponsors list in qutebrowser's readme and qutebrowser.org
with a logo and link of your choice (within reason).

I'll send you:
Many qutebrowser t-shirts (depending on your needs and time of sponsorship - let's talk!)

Some more expensive qutebrowser swag (exact items to be determined - likely including a USB-
stick)

As many qutebrowser stickers as you need (within reason).

Please read the Sponsors FAQ.

$250 a month

 Gold / Company sponsorship

Your company (or you) will be listed in qutebrowser's backers list as gold sponsor, with a bigger logo and
link of your choice (within reason).

Your company (or you) will be listed in the sponsors list in qutebrowser's readme and qutebrowser.org
with a bigger logo and link of your choice (within reason).

I'll send you:
Many qutebrowser t-shirts (depending on your needs and time of sponsorship - let's talk!)

Some more expensive qutebrowser swag (exact items tbd. - likely including a USB-stick)

As many qutebrowser stickers as you need (within reason).

Please read the Sponsors FAQ.
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